and let A denote the spectrum of A [l, 2.9.7, 3.1.5]. Denote the homeomorphism (ir, v) *jnr®v of AXB into iA®B)~ by y [7] . We show that 7 can be naturally projected to a homeomorphism of Prim A X Prim B onto Prim A ®B. Proof. Evident.
Proposition.
Every primitive ideal of A®B is of the form a®B +A®b, where a£Prim A, bEPrim B.
Proof. Let zEzDiA QB), where c is a primitive ideal of A®B. Suppose c = Ker u, where u is a factor representation of A ®B, and let pi, pi he the restrictions of p. to A and B respectively [3] . U=lai,jPiiXi)=0, zZ?=i*i.1MYi)=toiYi). Thus zZtiXk®YkE aQB+AQb, and so cDiA OB) =aQB+A Ob. It is easily seen that ||m(-)|| is a compatible norm on iA QB)/iaOB+ A Ob). Since the C*-tensor product norm is the smallest compatible norm on A QB [6] , its quotient norm will be the smallest compatible norm on iAQB)/(xQB+AQb), and so ||ju(2)|| =||z||i where z^z denotes the canonic homomorphism A QB-*iA ®B)/ia®B+A Ob). The canonic homomorphism It defines a tensor product equivalent in general neither to A ®B nor to the "projective" tensor product of
